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TOWARDS ALGEBRAIC ITERATED INTEGRALS FOR ELLIPTIC 
CURVES VIA THE UNIVERSAL VECTORIAL EXTENSION 

TIAGO J. FONSECA AND NILS MATTHES 

ABSTRACT. For an elliptic curve E defined over a field k C IC, we study iterated path 
integrals of logarithmic differential forms on Et, the universal vectorial extension of E. 
These are generalizations of the classical periods and quasi-periods of E, and are closely 
related to multiple elliptic polylogarithms and elliptic multiple zeta values. Moreover, if 
k is a finite extension of Q, then these iterated integrals along paths between k-rational 
points are periods in the sense of Kontsevich-Zagier. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

This is a report on work in progress; details and further results will appear elsewhere. 

The purpose of this note is merely to indicate an algebraic_ approach to the study of 

iterated path integrals on a once-punctured elliptic curve E = E ¥ { 0}. Our main 

motivation is to clarify the arithmetic structure of multiple elliptic poly logarithms, [5], 
and their special values at torsion points, in particular putting them into the framework 
of (motivic) periods, [4, 20]. 

Several approaches to iterated path integrals on E have already been studied in the 
literature, notably in [1, 5, 13, 21, 22]. These were at least in part motivated by the study 
of the motivic fundamental group of『)1 ¥ {O, 1, oo }, [11], and its relation to mixed Tate 
motives over Z, [12]. However, a major difficulty in the elliptic case is that the complex of 
global algebrai凡formson E with logarithmic poles along O does not compute de Rham 

cohomology of E, unlike the situation for lP1 ¥ {O, 1, oo }. To circumvent this, one can either 
allow higher order poles at 0, [1, 21], or non-algebraic forms, [5], or work locally with a 

Cech covering of E, [22]. In this paper, we propose a new global algebraic approach via 

the universal vectorial extension of E. 

1.1. Algebraic invariants of manifolds. We begin by giving some context for iterated 
integrals in general. Let M be a connected complex manifold1 and denote byん (M)the 
C00-de Rham complex, consisting of smooth differential forms on M with values in C. 
The de Rham cohomology groups II, 品(M)are then by definition the cohomology groups 
炉(A•(M)), and the classical de Rham theorem says that the integration map 

H贔(M)→Hら(M;Z)飯 C

[w]→ ([a]→ 1 w)' 

is an isomorphism of C-vector spaces, where II, ら(M;Z) denotes the singular co homology 
of M. This result expresses a relation between certain analytic and topological data 

2010 Mathematics Subject Classification. 11F67 (11M32). 
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1For simplicity, we work with complex manifolds since this is the case we are ultimately interested in, 

although many results that we state are valid for real manifolds as well. 
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associated to M: singular cohomology classes with coefficients in (C can be computed 
using smooth differential forms. 

The singular (co-) homology groups are only one kind of algebraic invariant that can 
be associated to M. Other examples include the homotopy groups 1rn(M,p), for n 2'. 1, 
where p E M is a base point. Already the case n = 1 is very interesting: 1r1 (M, p) is 
the fundamental group of M (based at p), and one has the Hurewicz map町 (M,p)→
H1(M; Z), which induces an isomorphism町 (M,ptb竺 H1(M;Z). Since町 (M,p)is in 
general non-abelian, it is a finer invariant than H1 (M; Z). 

1.2. Iterated path integrals and Chen's 1r1-de Rham theorem. In the 1970s, K.-T. 
Chen studied de Rham type theorems for homotopy groups. In particular, his 1r1-de Rham 
theorem generalizes de Rham's theorem for n = 1, [9]; see also [15] for another exposition. 
We will assume from now on that H1(M; (Ql) is a finite-dimensional (Ql-vector space. For a 
point p EM, let P(M,p) be the set of all piecewise smooth loops 1: [O, 1]→ M based at 
p, and denote by H0(Br(M,p)) C Hom(P(M,p),C) the set of all linear combinations of 
iterated path integrals of length ::; C which are homotopy functionals (see Section 1.7 for 
definitions). There is a well-defined C-linear map 

叫： H0(Bc(M,p))→ Hom(Z1r1(M,p)/ JR+1, C) 

鯰JWi1 叫 H (, → 乳戸!,Wi1・ ・ ・Win) , 

where Z1r1(M,p) is the group ring of the fundamental group, and I:= ker(Z1r1(M,p)コ
Z) is the augmentation ideal. 

Theorem 1.1 (Chen). The map Int; is an isomorphism. 

Taking the limit over all C 2'. 0, Theorem 1.1 induces an isomorphism of commutative fil-
tered Hopf algebras H0(B(M,p))竺國Hom(Z1r1(M,p)/JR+1,qwhere H0(B(M,p)) := 

Ur;:::o H0(Br(M,p)). There is also a variant for two different base points p, q E M. The 

case C = 1 recovers de Rham's theorem for n = 1. Indeed, Z町 (M,p)/12竺 Z① 1/12竺

麟 H1(M;Z),by the Hurewicz isomorphism, and H0(B1(M,p))~(C ① H如(M), since a 
path integral J w is homotopy invariant if and only if w E A 1 (M) is closed. 

1.3. The reduced bar complex. Finding all homotopy invariant iterated path integrals 
is a rather subtle problem, for example there are double integrals J w吟， with互吟

both closed, which aren't homotopy functionals. Chen solved this problem using the 
reduced bar de Rham complex B• ば (M),p),[8], which is a differential graded C-algebra 
constructed from the smooth de Rham complexん (M)together with its augmentation 
令： A•(M) • (C given by evaluation at p. 

Theorem 1.2 (Chen). There is a natural isomorphism of commutative filtered Hopf al-

gebras: H0(B• ば (M),p))ぷ H0(B(M,p)).

This theorem gives a purely algebraic description of all homotopy invariant iterated 
integrals on M. More generally, if A• C A•(M) is a differential graded C-subalgebra which 
is quasi-isomorphic to A•(M) and such that the restriction of cp is non-trivial, we obtain 
an isomorphism B•(A•,p) 竺 B•ば (M),p)of the associated reduced bar complexes. In 
the special case where A• is connected, i.e. A0~C, the reduced bar complex does not 
depend on the point p and we write B•(A•) instead of が(A•,p).
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1.4. Algebraic iterated path integrals and their periods. Now assume that M = 
X(<C) where X is a smooth algebraic variety which is the complement X = X ¥ D in a 

smooth projective variety X of a normal crossings divisor D, all defined over a subfield 
k c <C.2 In this situation, one has the differential graded k-subalgebra H0(X, n; 〈D〉)C 

ん (M)of global algebraic differential forms on X with logarithmic poles along D. In 
general, the canonical map 

(1.1) H0(X,Ox〈D〉)釦 (Cy允 (M)

is not a quasi-isomorphism, not even ifぎ isaffine. 3 For ex: 竺~ple, if Xis a curve, (1.1) is 

a quasi-isomorphism if and唖yif H1(X, Ox) = {O}, i.e. X has genus zero. 

However, already the case X = IP'l, and D = {p1, ... , Pn, oo} C X (k) is very interesting. 
In this case, we have 

H0(B(M,p))竺 Spank{ J W;, ... W;nりE{P1, . ・ ・, Pn} }翫cc,

for any base point p EM, where wPi = dz/(z-p;) E H0(X, n~ 〈D〉)， andz is the standard 

coordinate on吋¥{ oo}. This corresponds to a k-structure on國 Hom(Z町 (X(CC),p),CC) 

under the integration map Intp, which is given by the values of the iterated integrals 

J占 i1・ ・ ・ 叫 ECC, for loops I based at p. If k is a finite extension of (Ql and p E X (k), 

then these complex numbers are periods in the sense of Kontsevich and Zagier, [20]. 
Furthermore, since the forms wPi have only logarithmic poles, the formalism of tangential 
base points applies and we may replace the base point p by a non-zero tangent vector咋
at p ED, [11, §15]. In the special case k = (Ql, D = {O, 1,oo} and咋＝土fp,we obtain 
(Ql[21ri]-linear combinations of multiple zeta values in this way. 

1.5. The case of elliptic curves. Now co芭ideran elliptic curve E defined over a sub-

field k CCC, with origin OE  E(k)_, and let E := E ¥ {O} be the once-punctured elliptic 
curve. In that case, the map (1.1) 1s not a quasi-isomorphism. However, following an idea 
already used in [14] (attributed to Deligne), we get around this problem by replacing E 
with its universal vectorial extension Et, [24, 25]. This is a commutative k-group scheme 
which fits in a short exact sequence 

0→ nk→ Et二 E→ 0, 

where ilk竺 Gadenotes the additive group scheme of global algebraic differentials on E. 

Letか：=E八D,where D = 1r-1(0). The key point is that, while the complex manifolds 

か(CC)and厄(CC)have quasi-isomorphic C00-de Rham complexes, the natural map 

H0(Et, 心〈D〉）叡 (C'----+ず（和(CC)),

is a quasi-isomorphism, see Proposition 4.7. In parti四lar,for any base point p Eか(k),

we get an explicit k-structure H0(B•(Aい） on H0(B(Et(CC),p)) which induces, via Chen's 

託 deRham theorem, a k-structure on國 Hom(Z1r1(か(CC),p), CC). Again, in the case 

2Such an M necessarily satisfies dim砂 (M;IQ)< oo. 
3Instead, one needs to work with the full complex of sheaves flx〈D〉onX, whose hypercohomology 

groups are functorially isomorphic to H, 品(M),[10, Proposition 3.1.8] or [18, Proposition 3.1.16]. 
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where k is finite over (Q, this k-structure is given by periods in the sense of Kontsevich-
Zagier, the simplest examples of which are 

(1.2) 几
ーーへw, li where 11 , 12 is a sym plectic basis of H 1 (E (q; Z), and the classes of w, rJ form a basis 

of~ 如(E),the algebraic de Rham cohomology of E. Classically, the numbers (1.2) are 
known as the (quasi-) periods of E, [18, §14.4]. 

One can also define elliptic analogues of multiple polylogarithms and multiple zeta 
values in this setting, which differ slightly from the ones introduced in [5, 13]. For this, 
one needs to replace the base point p E Et(k) with a tangential base point, and regularize 
the corresponding iterated path integrals, which is possible again since we are dealing 
with logarithmic poles rather than arbitrary ones. Furthermore, one also needs to extend 
such a formalism to the case of families of elliptic curves. The details will be discussed in 
a future paper. 

1.6. Contents. In Section 2, we give a quick and dirty exposition of Chen's reduced 
bar complex and his 1r1-de Rham theorem for a complex manifold M. In the case M = 
即(C)¥ {O, 1, oo }, multiple zeta values make a natural appearance in Chen's theory; we 
briefly recall this in Section 3. Finally, in Section 4, we describe the case of a once-
punctured elliptic curve. 

1.7. Notation and conventions. We will compose paths in the "algebraic geometer's 
order", i.e. 1灯2means to first travel along 12, then along 11・

Given a complex manifold M, we will denote by允 (M)the C-valued C00-de Rham 
complex of M, viewed as a differential graded C-algebra. Given a smooth algebraic variety 
X and a normal crossings divisor D C X, both defined over a field k, we will denote by 
nx〈D〉thealgebraic de Rham complex of X with log poles along D, [10, §3.1], [18, §3.1.6]. 

For differential one-forms w1, ... ,wn E A1(M) and a piecewise smooth path 1: [O, 1]→ 
M, we define the iterated integral by 

J W1 ... Wn := J 心）(t1) ... ,*(叫(t砂，
'Y 1;::: 旦…：：：：tれ：：：：O

which has length n. For n = 0, we adopt the convention J三 1. Note that our con-

vention for the order of iterated integration is compatible with our convention for path 
composition, in the sense that 

［百2W1・ ・ ・Wn = t !,, W1 ... Wi /,2 wi+ 1 叫，

for all piecewise smooth paths 11軍： [O, 1]→ M with叫） = 11(0). Given a point 
p E M, we will often view iterated integrals as functions 

J叫・..Wn: P(M)→ C, r→ J Wt ... Wn, 

where P(M) is the set of all piecewise smooth paths 1: [O, 1]→ M. AC-linear combina-
tion of iterated integrals is called homotopy invariant if for all points p, q E M, its value 
at I E P(M) with 1(0) = p, 1(1) = q, only depends on the homotopy class of I relative 
top, q. 
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2. CHEN'S REDUCED BAR DERHAM COMPLEX AND THE 町—DERHAM THEOREM 

Throughout this section, we will denote by M a connected complex manifold M such 
that H1 (M; (Ql) is finite-dimensional, for example M = X((C) for a smooth algebraic variety 
X over (C, 

We begin by giving some details for the reduced bar de Rham complex of M, [8]. See 
also [16, §7] and [6, §3.4.1]. Let A• C A•(M) be a differential graded C-subalgebra which 
is quasi-isomorphic toル(M).We will refer to such an A• as a model ofん (M).For 
simplicity, we will assume furthermore that A• is connected, that is A0竺 (C;see [8] for 
the general case. In the connected case, the reduced bar complex B•(Aり of A• is simply 
given by B•(Aり：＝④立o(A呵1])竺 with differential 

dB: B・(Aり→ B•(Aり
n 

(2.1) 
［叫...la』→ I:(-l)"[J叫...I J ai-1 ldai lai+1 I ... la』

i=l 

+~(— l)i+l[Ja1I ... IJai-1lai /¥ ai+1lai+2I ... la』,

where J : A• → A• is given by J(a) = (-l)degaa, and we write [a11 ... la』instead
of a1 @ ... @ an, as is customary. The reduced bar complex is concentrated in non-
negative degrees and is equipped with an increasing filtration B:(A•) by length, where 
B;(A•) C B•(A•) denotes the subcomplex spanned by elements [a11 ... la』,with nさ£.

Note that B0(A•) =国砂）@n, so that 

H0(B•(Aり） = {~E 更因）0n 心(~) = 0 }・ 

On the other hand, let冨 (M,p) be the group ring of町 (M,p),and denote by I = 
T→1 

ker(Z1r1(M,p) 一➔ Z) the augmentation ideal. There is a C-linear map 

I叫： H0(Bc(Aり）→ Hom(Z1r1(M,p), C) 

と互[wi1I• • -lwiJ→ ~i1尺JWi1 ... Win 

which factors through Hom(Z1r1(M,p)/Jf+i,q_ For varying£2:: 0, the C-algebras 
Hom(Z1r1(M,p)/ Jf+I, q form a filtered system whose transition maps 

Hom(Z町 (M,p)/Ie十1,q→Hom(恥 (M,p)/Ie'+1,q, for£'2:: £, 

are d叫 tothe canonical projections冨 (M,p)/1e'+1→ 恥 (M,p)/Jf+1.The following 
result combines both Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 

Theorem 2.1 (Chen). For each£2 0, the induced map 

叫： H0(B;(Aり）→ Hom(Z1r1(M,p)/ Jf+1, C) 

is an isomorphism. 

In fact, the union H0(B•(A•)) = Ue>o H0(B;(Aり） is a commutative filtered Hopf 
algebra with the shuffle product and deconcatenation coproduct, and the induced map 
lntp is an isomorphism (of commutative filtered Hopf algebras). Also, note that the 
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(Q)-algebra國 Hom(Z1r1(M,p)/Jf+1,Q)is precisely the affine ring of functions on the 

pro-unipotent, or Mal'cev, completion of 1r1(M,p). 

3. THE CASE lP'1 ¥ {0, 1, oo} 

We next look at Chen's 1ri-de Rham theorem in the special case M =炉(C)¥ {O, 1, oo }, 
the complex projective line minus three points, which is the set of complex points of the 
algebraic curve X :=詫¥{O, 1, oo}. 

3.1. The logarithmic bar de Rham complex. Let Ax = H0(X, Dx〈D〉)， whichis 
given explicitly by 

A災=(Q, A1, = Qw。① Qw1, A文=0, n:::: 2, 

for Wo = dz/z, W1 = dz/(z-l). Since all differentials and wedge products in Ax are trivial, 
the differential (2.1) is trivial and the reduced bar complex of Ax is readily computed: 

H0(B.(A~)) 竺〶(Qw。〶 Q叫On_
n:::.o 

Equivalently, each iterated integral J w;, ... W;n, where ij E {O, 1}, is homotopy invariant. 
Now by the remark just after (1.1), Ax図 Cis a connected model forん (M),and for 

any base point p E X(Q) = IP'1 ¥ {O, 1, oo }, Theorem 2.1 implies that the C-linear map 

lntp: H0(B.(Ax))詞 C→四Hom(恥 (M,p)/1£+1,q

[w,,[ ... [w,.]→ j叫...w~ 

is an isomorphism. The image of H0 (B• (Ax)) then defines a Q-structure on the right 
hand side which is given by the iterated integrals J, 叫・..W;e, for I E叫M,p).These 

complex numbers are examples of periods in the sense of Kontsevich-Zagier, [20]. 

3.2. Chen's theorem for tangential base points. In the definition of町 (M,p),the 
base point p can be replaced by a nonzero tangent vector咋 ETp(『(C))where p E 

{O, 1, oo }. A loop based at焉isnow required to satisfy 1'(0) =焉 and1'(1) =一焉， and
homotopies between two such paths should respect焉
With these provisions, one can define as before the C-algebra Hom(Zn1 (M, b)/ JR+1, q 

where now bis either point in IP'1(C) ¥ {O, 1, oo} or a non-zero tangent vector at one of 
the points {O, 1, oo }. The integration map In恥relatingthe two objects is more involved 
if b is a tangent vector, since the forms w0, w1 may have poles there. More specifically, 
one regularizes these iterated integrals using Deligne's formalism, [11, §15.44], which es-
sentially amounts to classical solution theory of ODEs with a regular singular point, and 
crucially uses that the forms w0, w1 have at most simple poles. In any case, we obtain a 
well-defined map 

Intb: H0(B• 国））→四Hom(Z町 (M,b)/ JR+1, C) 

which induces an isomorphism of filtered C-vector spaces after tensoring the left hand 
side with C, [6, Theorem 3.247]. 
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We are particularly interested in the case b =士fp,for p E {O, 1, oo }. In this case, 
the image of H0 (B• (Ax)) under In恥isuniquely determined by the values of the regular-

ized iterated integrals J占i1• • • W牝， andthese are well known to evaにateto (Q[21ri]-linear 

combinations of multiple zeta values 

く(k1,.・．，如）：＝ L 
1 

k1 kd'k1,---,kd2".l,k12".2. 
nl n1>…>nd>O ・・・n d 

Remark 3.1. With considerable work one can show that for b E ｛土lpIP E {O, 1, oo}} 
and every£2: 0, the triple 

(H0(B;(A~)), Hom(.Z町 (M,b)/ Jl+1, (Ql), Int砂

is the de Rham-Betti realization of a mixed Tate motive over .Z, [12]. This interpretation 
leads to the definition of motivic multiple zeta values, [2, 3]. 

4. THE CASE OF A ONCE-PUNCTURED ELLIPTIC CURVE 

_ Let Ebe an elliptic curve defined over a subfield k CC, with origin OE E(k), and let 

E = E ¥ { O} be the once-punctured elliptic curve. Let us also fix a Weierstrass model 

E竺 Speck[x, y]/ (炉ー 4丑+ax+b), for some a, b Ek (a3 -27b2ヂ0),and set w =~ E 

H0(E, 滉） • Finally, we identify the complex manifold方(C)with U := (C/ A)¥ {O}, where 
A=  {f1w EC I, E H1(E(C),.Z)}. 

Note that the differential graded C-algebras H0(E, 況〈O〉） RkC and A"(U) cannot be 
quasi-isomorphic: on one hand, the Riemann-Roch formula implies that H0(E, Dk〈O〉)＝ 
H0(E, 滉） = kw; on the other hand, dimeが（ル(U))= 2. In order to get around this 
problem, we replace E by its universal vectorial extension 1r : Et→ E, and likewise the 
complex H0(E, 況〈O〉） by H0(E国 i:t〈D〉)， whereD := 1r-1(0). 

4.1. The universal vectorial extension of an elliptic curve. See [19, Appendix C] 
for details. Let E be an elliptic curve over k with origin O E E(k) as above. We will 

identify E in the standard way with Pie似fk,the moduli scheme of line bundles of degree 

zero on E. The universal vectorial extension Et of E is then defined to be the moduli 

scheme Pick;k of pairs (£, ▽） where£, is a degree zero line bundle on E and▽ is a k-linear 

integrable connection on£. This is a commutative algebraic k-group scheme which fits 
into a short exact sequence 

0→ nk→ Et二 E→ 0, 

where 1r is the canonical projection induced by "forgetting the connection" and ilk is the 

vector group defined by園(R):= H0(ER, [嵐）， whereER:= E叡 R,for every k-algebra 

R. Using the generator w =血 ofH0(E, 滉）， wemay identify nk竺 Gawith coordinate 
見

t. Over the punctured curve E,.2, the proje門ion1r sp~ts canonically, [19, §C.2], giving rise 
to an isomorphism of schemes Et空 nkXE, where Et := Et ¥D, and D := 7r-1(0)竺糾1-

In order to understand the structure of Et (C) as a complex manifold, consider the 

subgroup L := { (入，一T/(入）） 1入EA}CC巴whereA is the lattice uniformizing E(C), and 
Tl(入）：= J入T/,where T/ = x血 isa differential of the second kind on E. In terms of the 

Weierstrass zeta function 

詞=!+区 (1 1 z 
z —入

入EA¥{O}
＋い~)
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of the lattice A, we have ry(入） = ((z)ーく(z十入）， forany z E (C ¥ A. We then have a 
canonical isomorphism 

(4.1) C2/L竺炉(C),

of complex manifolds, under叫hichthe divisor D(C) C Et(q corresponds to {O} x CC  

切 L. On the open subset Et(q with coordinate (x, y, t), and writing (z, s) for the 
canonical coordinate on C汽theisomorphism (4.1) is given explicitly by 

い→和(C)

(z, s)曰 (g::i(z),g::i'(z), ((z) -s), 

where ut c C2 / L is the complement of the divisor defined by z = 0, and g::i(z) = -〈'(z)
is the Weierstrass炉function.

Remark 4.1. The previous discussion implies in particular that we have an isomorphism 
ut~U x C of complex manifolds. Therefore, the canonical embedding 

ぶ U)→ぶUり，

of 000-de Rham complexes, induced by pullback along 1r, is a quasi-isomorphism by the 
Kiinneth formula. In particular, the spaces of homotopy invariant iterated integrals on U 
and on ut are isomorphic. 

4.2. Differential forms on Et. While we have seen that the 000-de Rham complexes 
of U and ut are quasi-isomorphic, it turns out that the complexes H0(E, 屯〈O〉） and 
H0(Et, 屯〈D〉)of logarithmic forms are not. In particular, and unlike the former, the 
latter computes II, 記び）．

In order to compute H0(Et, nい〈D〉)， thebasic fact is the following well known com-
putation of the degree one Hodge cohomology groups. 

Proposition 4.2. We have 

H1(E以加） = 0, H0(Et, 011)竺 H品(E),

where II, 品(E)denotes the first algebraic de Rham cohomology of E over k. 

M~re precisely, there exists a k-basis w, v for H0(E国い） which on the open affine sub-

set Et is given explicitly by w = 曲 曲andv=-dt-- 1 y, x . Under the comp ex umform1zat10n 
y 

(4.1), the forms w, v correspond to the one-forms dz, ds E A1(い）．
In order to write down a basis for H0(Et, n知〈D〉)， weconsider the residue exact 

sequence of sheaves 

0→卯→位〈D〉竺叩→ 0. 

Combining this with Proposition 4.2, we get the following result (cf. [14, Lemma 6.1]). 

Proposition 4.3. We have an exact sequence of k-vector spaces 

0→ H贔(E)→ H0(E冒也〈D〉)~k[t] → 0, 

where k[t]竺 H0(D,O叫
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It is therefore enough to construct a splitting of the residue map. For this, we work on 
the complex uniformization ut and show algebraicity only a posteriori. Define a family 
wCn) = j(n)(z, s)dz of meromorphic one-forms on (C x (C via the generating series4 

e 
-SW  c,(z + W 

叩）び(w)
) dz=区w(n)wn-1,

n2:0 

eierstrass sigma function. Clearly, where c,(z) = z I1入EA¥{o}(l-z/入）ezl入十z2/2入2is the W・ 

we have wC0) = dz. 

p ropos1t10n 4.4. The one-forms wCn), for n 2 1, descend to meromorphic one-forms 

on (('.2 / L with simple poles along z = 0 and residue 
tn-1 

(n-1)! ・ Under the unzformzzatzon 

(4.1), they correspond to global logarithmic one-forms onか(C),which are defined over 
k. Finally, the forms wCn) satisfy the differential equation 

(4.2) dv = dw(O) = 0, dw(n) = -v I¥ w(n-l), n~l. 

Remark 4.5. The forms w(n) are an algebraic variant of real analytic one-forms intro-
duced by Brown-Levin, [5, §3], and have already appeared with slightly different conven-
tions in [14, Lemma 6.3]. 

By Proposition 4.4, the forms v, wCn), for n~0, form a k-basis for H0(Et, Dい〈D〉)
which splits the residue map. The space of two-forms H0(Et, D~1 <D >) is determined from 
the following proposition. 

Proposition 4.6 (cf. [5, Lemma 8]). The family of two-forms {v I¥ wCn)}n>o is a k-basis 

of H0(E国ら〈D〉)．

4.3. The logarithmic bar de Rham complex of Et. Let Ai:1 := H0(Et, 心〈D〉）．
We have 

Aル=k, 心 =k直④kw(nl, Aか＝④k(v I¥ w(nl), 
n>O n?:O 

as well as A伍=0, for n 2:: 3. The following result is the analogue of [5, Theorem 19]. 

Proposition 4. 7. The natural inclusion A~ ↑ 叡 C→ず（び）， isa quasi-isomorphism. 

It remains to compute the reduced bar construction H0 (B• (A~t)). This is more involved 

than in the case of lP'1 ¥ {O, 1, oo} since Et is two-dimensional, so that integrability is now 
a non-trivial constraint. However, everything goes in almost the exact same way as in [5], 
so we will simply state the results. 

Let x。,x1 be formal variables, lLk(x0, xリbethe free Lie k-algebra on {x0,x1} and 
恥 (x0,x1)A its completion for the lower central series. Consider the formal differential 
one-form 

咄 ZB:=疇 Xo+ LW(n) 0 ad:。(x1)E AkふlLk(xo,x1)A, ad:。(xリ：= [Xo, ad:。~1(x1)]
n>O 

4We apologize for the aesthetically questionable act of putting the symbols w and w right next to each 
other. 

5 The notation is chosen because WKZB is essentially an algebraic version of the elliptic Knizhnik-
Zamolodchikov-Bernard connection form, [7, 17, 21]. 
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where all tensor products are over k. It follows from (4.2) that WKzB is integrable: 

心 KZB+ WKzB A WKzB = 0. 

Now consider the formal series 

I(wKzB) =区炉KzBI.. , lwKzBl E ffi(A1戸誡（訟(xo,x1)"),
£2'.0 

£
 

£2'.0 

where U(1Lk(xo,x1)A)竺 k《Xo,Xり〉 denotesthe completed universal enveloping algebra of 
1Lk(x0,x1)A. By duality, each word w E〈x0,x1) in the letters x0, x1 defines a map 

％：① (Aい）疇U(lLk(x。,x1)A)→①（心）竺
全0

v曰 Ov,w,

which simply singles out the coefficient of w. The following proposition is the analogue 
of [5, Proposition 23]. 

£2':0 

Proposition 4.8. We have 

H0(B•(A~ リ）合 Spank{cw(I(wKzB))lw E〈Xo,Xり｝．

Applying Chen's theorem, we obtain an isomorphism of C-vector spaces 

I叫： H0(B.(Aい）釦 C→四Hom(Z1r1(Ut,p)/Jl+1, (C). 

Moreover, since H0(B•(Aい） is defined over k, its image gives a k-structure on the right 

hand side, which is given by !_he values of cw(I(wKzB)) integrated along loops on ut based 

at p. In the case where p E Et(k) and kc (C is finite over Q, these iterated integrals are 
periods in the sense of Kontsevich-Zagier. 

Example 4.9. In the simplest case£= 1, the k-structure is given by the (quasi-) periods 
of elliptic curves. To see this, let E be an elliptic curve over k with complex uniformization 
E((C)全!(Cj A, and consider the length one elements [wC0l], [v] E H0(B~(心）） • Applying 
Chen's isomorphism, these correspond to the line integrals 

J wC0l, J v E Hom(Z1r1(Ut,p)/I2,(C)竺 C司 Iom(A,(C),

which are independent of the choice of base point p. Recalling that the one-forms w(o), v 
pullback to the one-forms dz, respectively ds, on rt~(C勺L, the functionals J w(o), J v : 
H1(E; Z)→ (C are then given by 

J W(O) =入， JV=-17(入）．
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